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Abstract 
Generalizing the well-known theorem of Halin (1964) that a countable connected graph G 
contains an end-faithful spanning tree (i.e., an end-preserving tree that omits no end of G), 
we establish some results about the existence of end-preserving spanning trees omitting some 
prescribed set of ends. We remark that if such a tree exists, the omitted ends must all be 
dominated, and even then counterexamples exist. We then give sufficient conditions for the 
existence of such trees, generalizing a result of Siran (1991) that guarantees their existence if 
the set of 'desired' ends is countable. (~) 1999 Published by Elsevier Science B.V. All rights 
reserved 
O. Introduction 
In 1964 Halin [5] introduced the concept of ends in an infinite graph. An end is an 
equivalence class of an equivalence r lation on the set of rays of the graphs, where two 
rays R and R I are declared equivalent if one cannot separate an infinite part of R from 
an infinite part of R' by the removal of finitely many vertices of the graph. Numerous 
problems involving ends have been studied since then. We shall take as our starting 
point the following two results. 
Theorem 1 (Halin [5]). Any countable connected graph has an end-faithful spanning 
tree. 
An  end-faithful subgraph of a graph G is a subgraph H of G such that each end 
of G contains exactly one end of H as a subset (observe that, since H is a subgraph 
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of G, any end of H is contained in an end of G). Informally, an end-faithful spanning 
tree is a kind of system of representatives for the ends of G. 
Theorem 2 (Polat [13] and Siran [18]). A countable connected graph has a rayless 
spanning tree if and only if every end of G is dominated 
An end of a graph G is dominated if no infinite part of a ray representing this end 
can be separated from some vertex x of G by the removal of finitely many vertices of 
G-x .  
Contrary to expectation, as was shown by Seymour and Thomas [17], and indepen- 
dently by Thomassen [19], neither Theorem 1 nor Theorem 2 can be generalized to the 
uncountable case. We will therefore limit ourselves to countable graphs in this paper. 
Viewing Theorems 1 and 2 as being in some sense the two extremal cases of how 
a tree can represent the end-structure of a graph, a natural question of an intermediary 
type is the following. 
Question. Given a countable connected graph G and a prescribed set M of ends of G, 
does there exists a M-faithful spanning tree (i.e., a spanning tree T such that an end T 
of G contains exactly one end of T as a subset if z is in M, and no end of T otherwise)? 
An affirmative answer to this question is provided by a result of Siran [18] in the case 
where M is countable and contains all non-dominated ends of G. The latter condition 
is necessary as follows from one of our results (Proposition 1.9). As we show in 
Section 2, this is no longer true, even for countable graphs, when M is allowed to be 
uncountable. However, it is interesting to note that in this context he three properties of 
a spanning tree - -  connectivity, acyclicity, and the spanning property - -  are irrelevant 
in this context. In fact, one can dispense with trees altogether. As we show in Section 
3, if ,~ contains all non-dominated ends of G, then G has a M-faithful spanning tree 
provided G contains some subgraph which is M-faithful. 
It is our aim to search for sufficient conditions for a countable graph to have a 
M-faithful subgraph, in particular, for conditions that would generalize the result of 
Siran just mentioned [18], as well as Theorems 1 and 2. A simple condition of this 
kind is given in our main result (Theorem 4.4); it is based on the standard topology 
of ends (see [9, 14] or [3, Section 5]. This result also generalizes the results in [7]. 
We also show that it is impossible to formulate a necessary and sufficient condition 
for the existence of a M-faithful subgraph (where M contains all non-dominated ends) 
exclusively in terms of the end-topology (Remark 4.14). 
In the last section of this paper we look for sets of ends that can be 'isolated' from 
the rest of the rays. This gives rise to the notion of set surrounded by a forest. The 
main result of this section is Theorem 5.3 which says that G has a M-faithful spanning 
tree provided M e, the set of ends we want to omit, is surroundable by a rayless forest. 
We also have the unexpected result that what seem to be the most complicated ends, 
i.e., those which are dominated by infinitely many vertices, can always be omitted: a 
M-faithful spanning tree exists if M c consists only of infinitely dominated ends. 
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I. Preliminaries 
The terminology will be for the most part that of [14]. In particular, ~o will denote 
the first infinite cardinal. 
1.1. All graphs will be undirected, and without loops or multiple edges. For a set A 
of vertices of a graph G we denote by G IA the subgraph of G induced by A. If 
B is any set of vertices, and H any graph, we define G-  B:=GI(V(G ) -B )  and 
G - H := G - V(H). The union of a family (Gi)iEl of graphs is the graph U,c/Gi 
given by V(UiEI Gi)= UiCI V(Gi) and E(UiE 1 Gi)~- UiEl E(Gi). The intersection is 
defined similarly. I f  (Gi)iE1 is a family of subgraphs of a graph G, the subgraph 
induced by the union of this family will be denoted by Vie1 Gi. For x E V(G) the 
set V(x; G) := {y E V(G): {x,y} E E(G)} is the neiohborhood of x in G. If  H is a 
subgraph of G and X a subgraph of G - H, the boundary of H with X is the set 
~B(H,X) := {x E V(H): V(x; G) M V(X) ¢ ~}. The set of connected components of G 
is denoted by ~6, and if x is a vertex, then ~G(x) is the component of G contain- 
ing x. A path W:= (xo . . . . .  x,) is a graph with V(W)={xo ..... x,}, xiCx/ if i C j, 
and E(W) = {{xi,xi+, }: 0 ~<i < n}. A ray or one-way infinite path R := (x0,xl . . . . .  / is 
defined similarly. A subray of a ray R is called a tail of R. A path (x0 . . . . .  xn) is 
called an xoxn-path. For A,B C_ V(G), an AB-path of G is an xy-path of G whose only 
vertices in AUB are x and y, with xEA and yEB. The set A is said to be infinitely 
linked to the set B in G if there exists an infinite family of pairwise disjoint AB-paths 
in G. Moreover, x E V(G) is said to be infinitely linked to B c_ V(G) (resp. y E V(G)) 
if V(x; G) is infinitely linked to B (resp. V(y; G)). IfA, B and S are subsets of V(G), 
S separates A from B in G if all AB-paths of G have vertices in S. By Menger's 
theorem, A and B (resp. x and B, x and y) are infinitely linked to each other if 
and only if they cannot be separated by any finite subset of V(G) (resp. V(G - x), 
v(c  - {x, y})) .  
1.2. The ends of a graph G (this concept was introduced by Freudenthal [4] and Hopf 
[8], and independently by Halin [5]) are the classes of the equivalence relation ~c  
defined on the set of all rays of G. Rays R and R ~ are end-equivalent (written R ~G R') 
if and only if the following three equivalent properties are satisfied. 
(i) There is a ray of G which meets each of R and R t infinitely often; 
(ii) ~c-s(R)= ~c-s(R') for any finite S C_ V(G) (where ff~G-s(R) denotes the com- 
ponent of G - S containing a tail of R); 
(iii) V(R) and V(R') are infinitely linked to each other in G. We will denote by [R]~; 
the class of a ray R of G modulo ~c,  by ~c-s([R]6)  the component ~-s (R) ,  
and by Z(G) the set of all ends of G. 
Notice that if G is a tree, then two rays of G are equivalent modulo '~c if and only 
if they have a common tail; hence two disjoint rays of a tree correspond to different 
ends of this tree. 
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A subgraph H of G is end-respectin9 (resp. end-complete, nd-faithful) if the map 
~/G:X(H)---~X(G) given by eHG([R]H)=[R]G for every ray R of H, is 
injective (resp. surjective, bijective). We denote by X/4(G) the image of e/4G, i.e. 
the set of ends of G having rays of H as elements. Furthermore, for ~¢ C_ X(G), we 
set d (H)  := ~¢ M ~H(G). 
1.3. The standard topology on ends is the one whose basic open sets are the sets of 
the form 
{z' E Z(G): there is a component of G - S containing a tail of 
any element of both T and T'}, 
where S is a finite subset of V(G) and z an end of G. This topology was introduced 
by Jung [9] (see [3] or [14] for a survey). 
Note that in this topology the closure of a subset I2 of Z(G) is the set 
g2 := {~ C Z(G): for any finite S C V(G) there is z' C (2 
such that Ec -s (z )  = EG-s(Z')}, 
i.e., f2 is the set of all ends which cannot be finitely separated from f2. 
By [14, Theorem 2.6] the end space Z(G) of a graph G is scattered (i.e., contains 
no non-empty subset which is dense in itself) if and only if G has no subdivision 
of the dyadic tree as an end-respecting subgraph. Furthermore, the cardinality of the 
end set of a countable graph G is at most ~o or exactly 2 ~° accordingly as Z(G) is 
scattered or not. Moreover, the end space of the dyadic tree is homeomorphic to Cantor 
space 2 ~. 
1.4. For f2 c_ X(G) let 
m(O) := sup{l~[: ~ is a set of pairwise disjoint elements of U £2}. 
I f  O=Z(G)  we write m(G) for m(Z(G)), and if I2= {z} we write re(z) for m({z}). 
For a subgraph H and an end ~ of G, we will set ran(Z) := m(eH~(Z)). By the remark 
in 1.2 about ends of trees, notice that if H is a tree, then H is end-respecting (resp. 
end-complete, nd-faithful) if and only if mH(z) ~< 1 (resp. I> 1, = 1). 
1.5 A vertex x dominates an end v (or, as in [14], x is a neighbor of ~), or z is 
dominated by x, if x c V(Ec-s(T)) for any finite S c_ V(G - x), or equivalently if x 
is infinitely linked to V(R) for some, and so for any, R E z. We will also say that x 
dominates R E ~. We denote by 33-1(~) the set of all vertices that dominate ~, by ~3(x) 
the set of ends that are dominated by x, and by 33(G) the set of all dominated ends 
of G. Note that two vertices that dominate the same end are infinitely linked to each 
other. 
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1.6. An infinite subset S of  V(G) is concentrated in G if it has the following properties 
[14, Theorem 1.4]: 
(i) there is an end z such that S - V(~C-F(Z)) is finite for any finite F C_ V(G), i.e., 
S is infinitely linked to some (and hence to any) ray which belongs to r (S is 
said to be 'concentrated in z'); 
(ii) any two infinite subsets of  S are infinitely linked to each other in G. Note that 
any infinite subset of  a set that is concentrated in an end z is also concentrated 
in z. 
1.7. A set S of  vertices of  a graph G is fragmented if there is a finite F C_ V(G) 
such that ~C-F(X) ¢ ~G-F(Y) for every pair {x, y} of distinct elements of  S (i.e., the 
elements of  S are pairwise separated by F). 
Notice that if S is infinite, then there is atleast one vertex in F which is infinitely 
linked to S, provided that G is connected. 
1.8. Lemma (Polat [10, Corollary 3.11]). Any infinite set of vertices of a graph has 
an infinite subset which is concentrated or fragmented 
1.9. Proposition. Let T be a spanning tree of  a connected graph G, and let z be an 
end of G which is not dominated Then T contains a ray that belongs to r. 
This generalizes Theorem 2.1 of  [15] stating that any spanning tree of a connected 
infinite locally finite graph is end-complete, and this shows that a spanning tree of a 
connected graph G may omit an end z of G only if  z is dominated. 
Proof. Assume that mr(z) = 0, and let R E z. Then V(R), which is concentrated in v in 
the graph G, has no concentrated subset in the tree T. Hence, by Lemma 1.8, V(R) has 
an infinite subset that is fragmented in T. Thus there exists a vertex x which cannot 
be finitely separated from V(R) in T, hence afortiori in G. Therefore x dominates ~, 
a contradiction to the hypothesis. [] 
1.10. Let ~ be a set of ends of  a graph G such that all ends in Z(G) -~,~ are 
dominated. An end-respecting subgraph H of G such that ~, (G) - -~  will be called 
~.~-faithful, and a subgraph H of G such that Z,q(G) = ~- will be said ~-complete. In 
particular, an ~-faithful spanning tree is a rayless spanning tree, while a Z(G)-faithful 
spanning tree is an end-faithful spanning tree of  G. In the following we will have to 
consider J~-faithful spanning trees and ~--complete spanning trees where ,~¢ := Z(G) -  
.~- is a given set of  dominated ends. Thus, since we will consider properties of  ~¢ 
only, and not those of  o~, and in order to simplify the formulation, we will denote 
by ~,c the complement of  d ,  that is d c := Z(G) - d -- ~ .  So we will study the 
existence of de-faithful spanning trees and tiC-complete spanning trees for a given 
set d .  
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2. Examples 
2.1. Example of a 9raph G havin9 on ~(G)%faithful spannin9 tree 
(a) Construct a sequence Go, Gl .... of graphs such that Gn is a connected induced 
subgraph of Gn+l, as follows. Let Go := (x0, Yo) be a path of length one. Suppose that 
Go .. . . .  G,, have already been constructed. For each component X of Gn - Gn_l, with 
G_ l := 0, and each edge {x, y} of X, add a double ray Dxy disjoint from Gn, such that 
Dxy f-qOx, y, :- 0 if {x,y} ~ {x',y'}. Suppose that Oxy is the union of two rays Rx and 
Ry, and let 
A 
Oxy :----- (x, y) UOxy U {(x, xt): x t E V(Rx)} 1.5 { (y, yt): yt E V(Ry)}, 
A 
i.e., Oxy is the graph obtained by joining x (resp. y) to every vertex ofRx (resp. Ry). 
Now put 
XE~Gn--Gn_ I {x,y}CE(X) 
Every end of G,+l is dominated in such a way that, for any i<<.n+l, ifDxy =Rx I..JRy 
is a component of Gi - Gi-1, then x (resp. y) is the only vertex which dominates 
[Rx]c,+, (resp. [Ry]o,+~). 
Finally, let G := [-J,>_-0 G,. This is a countable graph with I~:(a)l =2  '°, and whose 
set ~3(G) = {[Rx]o: x E V(G)} of dominated ends is countable and dense in ~:(G). 
(b) We will show that G has no ~(G)C-faithful spanning tree. Let T be a spanning 
tree. W.l.o.g. we can assume that T contains the edge {xo, yo}. Construct two sequences 
P~, P1 i. . . . .  i = 0, 1, of paths of T such that: (i) P/ an P~/+1 have just an endpoint in 
common; (ii) pO and p1 are disjoint; (iii) ifP~ = (z~ ..... zik(i)) with z~ =x / for i=0 ,  1, 
then 0 and 1 Zk(o) zko ) are two adjacent vertices of Gn - G~-I. 
Let P~:= (x~), i = 0, 1, where x° := go and x~:= yo. Suppose that P~ .. . . .  P~ have 
already been constructed. For i = 0, 1 let zi := x / be the endpoint of P/ in G, - G,_ 1. 
{x~,xn} is an edge of G~ - G,-1. Then, by (iii), o 1 
Consider Dzoz~ =Rzo URz,. Since, for i=0 ,  1, zi is the only vertex of G which dom- 
inates [R~i]c, there are two adjacent vertices z~ and z~ of Dzozl such that z[ is the 
endpoint of a path W~ i of T joining zi to z[. Since T is a tree containing the edge 
{x0, Y0} by the assumption we made, and since 
~( Gn,Ozoz~ ) = {zo,zl }, 
we have clearly, for i = 0, 1, 
piND~oz~=O and wnif-)Gn=(zi). 
Hence, 
WntNpi=(zi) and Wn°NW~I=0. 
Put P/+l :=P/U Wn' for i=0,1.  
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Finally, let 
P i := UPS, i=0 ,1 .  
n>~0 
Since o 1 {x,,,xn} ~E(G) for each n>~O, we see that Po and Pl are rays of T which belong 
to the same end of G, and hence T is not end-respecting. 
2.2. Example of a graph G having no dC-complete spanning tree for some 
~¢ C_ ~(G) 
(a) Consider the complete binary tree T rooted at a vertex a. Map the set of vertices 
of T - a onto the set {0, 1 } in such a way that two vertices on the same level, with 
respect to the natural order on V(T) where a is the least element, and that have a 
common neighbor, receive different values. This map f clearly induces a bijection 4~ 
from the set of all rays of T originating at a, onto the set of all elements of 2 ''~. 
This bijection is a homeomorphism from the endspace Z(T)  onto the Cantor space 2'" 
(see [12, 6.2]). Now, the set ~¢ of all stationary sequences (i.e., ultimately constant 
sequences) in 2 °~ is a countable set that is dense in 2 °~, and whose points are all cluster 
points in d ;  thus it is not scattered. 
(b) Denote by G the graph obtained by joining a new vertex b to all the vertices 
of the binary tree T described in (a). All ends of G are then dominated. Let 
• ~ := {[4 , -~(o ' ) ]G :  red}. 
Since ~b is a homeomorphism between Z(T)  and 2 ", the set M is countable, not 
scattered, and dense in Z(G).  Let B be a spanning tree of G such that MAZB(G)= ~. 
We will show that Zs (G)~ Z(G) -  ~ ,  which will prove that G has no M-complete 
spanning tree. 
Construct hree sequences (p(n))n>~O, (Wn)n>~O and (a,),>~0 such that p(n) is an inte- 
ger with p(n)<p(n+ 1), W~ is a path of T with a as an endpoint and with ~ C_ W,,~ 1, 
and an is an element of d so that, for n > 0 and if W~ = (x0 . . . . .  xp(,,)) with x0 = a, 
then an(i) is f(xi+l) or 1 - f (Xp(n))  according as i<p(n) or i~p(n). Let p (0)=0,  
W0 :--(a),  and a0 be the constant function of value 0. Suppose that p(0) . . . . .  p(n), 
W0 . . . . .  W~ and a0 . . . . .  tr,, have already been constructed. The sequence a,, belongs to 
~4, thus infinitely many edges of ~b-l(tr~)= (x~,x~ . . . .  ) do not belong to E(B). Let 
p(n + 1 ) be the least integer greater than p(n) such that {x~(n+l)_ 1,x~(n+l) }~ E(B). Put 
W~+l := (x~ . . . . .  x~,(n+l)), and let trn+l be such that a,+l (i) is f(x~+ l ) or f(x~(,)) accord- 
ing as i<p(n) or i~p(n). Then clearly ~ C_ W~+I. Finally, W := ~>~0 W,,, ---- (x0,xl . . . .  ) 
is a ray of T such that ~b(W)~d since f(Xp(,))~f(xp(~+~)) for every n>0;  thus 
with z :---[W]G ~ M, and with infinitely many edges that do not belong to B. Therefore 
z ~ ~8(G).  
Note that, contrary to the case of ~¢C-faithfulness, there always is a spanning tree 
omitting all dominated ends. 
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2.3. Theorem. Any countable connected graph has a ~(G)C-complete spanning tree. 
Proof. By Proposition 1.9 it is sufficient o show that G contains a spanning tree hav- 
ing no ray dominated in G. Let (xi)i~o be an enumeration of V(G) and let us induc- 
tively define a nested sequence of finite trees (T/)i~>0 and a function q~ : V(G) --* ~ as 
follows. 
Let To consist of the isolated vertex xo, and q~(x0) = 0. Suppose that To C Tl _C... C_ Tn 
have already been defined, together with values q~(x) for any x c V(T~). Let in+l be 
the smallest integer such that xi,+~ [ V(T~), let P,+l be an xi,+ty-path, where y is the 
only vertex of Pn+l which belongs to T~ and where ¢p(y) is as small as possible. Let 
Tn+ 1 := T~ tAP.+1 and for any vertex xE V(T~+I)- V(T~) put q~(x) := qo(y)+ 1. Finally, 
let T := [..Jn>~0 T~. 
Obviously, T is a spanning tree. Suppose that some dominated ray R := (Y0, Yl .... ) 
is contained in T. W.l.o.g. we may assume that x0 is the origin of R. Let m be the min- 
imum value of q~ over the set of the dominating vertices of R. Now, by construction, 
R must contain infinitely many vertices for which q~ has value at most m + 1. On the 
other hand, the unique xoYi+l-path must contain Yi and hence also the edge {yi, Yi+l }. 
Consider two consecutive dges {yi, yi+~}, (Yi+l,Yi+2} of R. If  they lie in the same 
P~ of the construction, then fp(Yi+2)= q~(Yi+l)- I f  not then ~0(yi+2)z ~0(yi+ 1) -k- 1. 
The P,'s being finite, the values of q~ will therefore not only be non-decreasing 
along the vertices of R but also unbounded, contradicting the fact that q~ has value 
at most m ÷ 1 at infinitely many such yi's. Hence, no dominated rays of G are 
in T. [] 
3. ~¢%faithful spanning trees and ~¢C-faithful subgraphs 
This section is essentially devoted to the proof of the following theorem: 
3.1. Theorem. Let G be a countable connected graph, and d a set of dominated 
ends of G. Then the following are equivalent: 
(i) G has an de-faithful spanning tree; 
(ii) G has an ~%faithful spanning forest; 
(iii) G has an d%faithful subgraph. 
Before going into the proof we need some auxiliary results. First let us recall 
Theorems 1 and 2 of the introduction. 
3.2. Theorem (Halin [5], Polat [13] and Siran [18]). Let G be a countable connected 
graph. Then: 
(i) G has an end-faithful spanning tree; 
(ii) G has a rayless spanning tree if and only if all its ends are dominated. 
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Proof. Statement (i) is Halin's result [5, Statz3], and (ii) is an immediate consequence 
of (i) and of Polar [13, Th6or~me 10.3]. [] 
3.3. Lemma Let G be a 9raph, R a ray of G, and T a tree of G. I f  any finite set o[ 
vertices eparating T from a tail of R meets T, then T contains a ray end-equivalent 
to R in G, or a vertex dominatin9 R in G. 
Proof. By Menger's theorem, as no finite set disjoint from T separates T from a tail 
of R, there exists an infinite family of (V(T), V(R))-paths which are pairwise disjoint 
except possibly for their endpoints in V(T). Denote by A the set of vertices of T which 
are end points of paths of this family. I f  A is finite, then at least one of its elements 
is infinitely linked to V(R) in G, and so dominates R. Assume that A is infinite. By 
Lemma 1.8, A has an infinite subset which is either concentrated in T or fragmented 
in T. In the first case, there exists a ray of T which is infinitely linked to A in T, 
thus to V(R) in G, and hence is end-equivalent to R in G. In the second case, by the 
remark in 1.6, there is a vertex of T which is infinitely linked to A in T, thus to V(R) 
in G, and hence dominates R in G. [] 
3.4. Let H be a spanning subgraph of G (with possibly isolated vertices), and L 
any subgraph of G. We denote by L/H the graph whose vertex set is the set of all 
components of H meeting L, and where {H0,Hi } is an edge of L/H if and only if 
H0 ~ H1 and there exists an edge of L incident both with a vertex of H0 and a vertex 
of H1. The graph G/H is called the quotient graph of G by H. 
3.5. Lemma. Let G be a countable connected 9raph, and d a set of dominated 
ends of G. I f  G has an ~¢C-faithful spannin9 forest F such that all ends of G/F are 
dominated, then G has an egO-faithful spannin9 tree. 
Proof. First let V(G/F):={Fi: iC I},  and for any edge {Fi,~} of G/F fix an edge 
eij of G connecting F~ to Fj in G. By 3.2(ii), G/F has a rayless spanning tree, say 
T, since it is countable and has only dominated ends. Denote by T the spanning tree 
of G such that E (T )=E(F)U  {ei): e 0 C E(T)}. Observe that T is connected since T 
is spanning, and that it is acyclic since so are F and T. Hence T is a spanning tree 
of G. To see that it is also tiC-faithful, it is sufficient, since F is de-faithful, to note 
that any ray in T has a tail in F. Indeed, if that was not so, i.e., if a ray of T had no 
tail in F, then, by construction, the intersection of R with any component of F would 
be a path, thus finite, hence R would meet infinitely many component of H. Then R/H 
would be a ray in the rayless tree T. [] 
In the preceding lemma, the condition for G/F to have only dominated ends is 
technical. The main step in the proof of Theorem 3.2 shows that it can always be 
satisfied. This is the content of the following lemma. 
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3.6. Lemma Let G be a countable connected graph, and ~¢ a set of dominated ends 
of G. I f  G has an ~C-faithful forest, then G has an ~C-faithful spanning forest H 
such that all ends of G/H are dominated 
Proof. Let F be an de-faithful forest. W.l.o.g. we can assume that F is spanning 
(possibly with isolated vertices), and that F has infinitely many components. 
(a) Denote by ~3oo(G) the set of all ends of G which are dominated by infinitely 
many vertices. Note that a3-1(z) f3 ~3-1(z t) is finite if z ~ zt since ~-s(z )  :fi ~6-s(z t) 
for some finite SC_ V(G). Hence, ~o~(G) must be countable since G is. Let (r i ) i~, 
with ct~<co, be an enumeration of ~o~(G). 
We will construct, by induction, a family (T/)i<~ of pairwise disjoint rayless trees 
of G satisfying the following conditions for i < c¢, 
(1) Uj~<i 7~-l(zJ) C_ v(uj<~i Tj); 
(2) ~- l ( z i ) -  V(Ti) is finite (i.e., ~ contains almost all vertices dominating q); 
(3) any infinite subset of V(Ti) is concentrated (in G) in zi (hence any ray of G 
meeting T,. infinitely often must belong to zi). 
Let 0 (x,),~>0 be an enumeration of ~-l(z0). Construct paths W0, W1 .... such that 
W, is an x°x°-path of G, with W, n W; = (x °) or W; c_ W, if n < p, as follows. Let 
Wo = (x°). Suppose that W0, ... , W, have already been constrcuted. If x,°+l E V(W/i) for 
o If o some i<.n, then define W,+l as the subpath of W joining x ° to x,+ I. x,+ l ~ V(W/) 
for all i<~n, then, since v(U;~<, Wi) is finite, and x ° is infinitely linked to x nO+l ' there 
0 0 exists an XoXn+l-path in G that is disjoint from v(ui~<n w~) - {x°}; define ~'Vn+l to 
be such a path. Finally, set T := Un~>o w,. This tree is rayless and satisfies the three 
required conditions. This is clear for (1) and (2). As for condition (3), it suffices to 
notice that any infinite set of vertices of T is infinitely linked to ~-l(z0), thus to any 
ray belonging to Zo. 
Now let i be such that i + 1 < ~, and suppose that To .. . . .  Ti have already been 
constructed. Let A := V(Uj~iTj). Since ~- l (z i+ l ) f l~- l ( z j )  is finite for all j<~i, the 
set D := ~-l(zi+l ) -A  is cofinite in ~-I(Zi+l ). Moreover, by condition (3) and the fact 
that i is finite, any infinite subset of A which is concentrated in G must be concentrated 
in an end zj for some j<<.i. Therefore, two rays of G-A belonging to zg+l are still end- 
equivalent in G-A,  and any element of D dominates the end of G-A corresponding to
zi+l, that is, the only element of a~I_A.c(Zi+I) (see 1.2). Consequently, by the process 
we used above to get To, we construct a rayless tree T,.+] of G -A  which contains D, 
and which has the desired properties (1)-(3). 
(b) From ~F := {Fn: n~>0} and the family (Tg)/<~ constructed above, we will now 
define the desired ~¢C-faithful forest H. It will be the union of the nested sequence 
(Hn)n>.O of forests constructed below. 
Construct forests Ho,H1 .... and Mo,M1,..., and integers io, il .... less than ~, as fol- 
lows. Let Ho :=Fo, M0 :=0 (the empty graph), and io := -1. Suppose that Ho ... . .  Hn, 
M0 .. . . .  Mn, and i0,..., in have already been constructed. Let in+l be the smallest integer 
(if it exists) not already chosen such that either Tin+i E d2~, or Tin+l ~ d~ c and there exists 
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a ray of Tin+l in H~. If such an integer does not exist, then set in+~ := -1 .  Let 
Mn+l ::HnU(Ti.+, -H . )  (with T-1 : :0 ) .  
Hn+t := Mn+l U (F .+ l - Mn+l ) 
and finally, let H := Un~>0H~. 
We claim that H has the required properties, i.e. it is an ~'C-faithful spanning forest 
such that all ends of G/H are dominated. 
(c) First note that V(Hn)= V(Fo)U...U V(F,)U V(Tio)U...U V(Ti,), that ~/~, c_ 
~n,+, C_ fin, and moreover, that any component of H must be a component of some 
H~. Hence H is spanning and each of its components i either included in some Ti, 
or in some F,. This implies that H is a forest and, since the Ti,'s are rayless, that 
any ray of H must be included in some F~. Hence, since F := Un~>0F, is already an 
~¢C-faithful forest, we have that any ray of H belongs to some end in ~¢c, and that 
any two rays of H which are not end-equivalent in H are not end-equivalent in G. 
Notice that in order to prove the ~¢%faithfulness of H, it suffices to show that any 
end of d c contains a ray included in H. So let r E ~¢c and let R~ E r be a ray of F. 
Let Fn be the component of F containing R~. We claim that a tail of R~ is included 
in Fn - Mn, which will prove what we want since Fn - M, C_ H. Suppose the contrary. 
Then M~ nR~ is infinite. Thus some Ti, (k<~n) must meet R~ infinitely often since, by 
construction, 
and 
V(Mn) U V(Fn)= V(Hn), 
V(Hn)  = V(Fo)  u . .  . u U(Fn)  u V(T ,o)  u .  . . u V(T~.).  
Note that R~ is disjoint from Fj for every j<n since R~ C F,. Hence z ='/Tik by property 
(3) of the T,'s. This implies, since z C d c and by the choice of the ik, that there exists 
a ray of Hk C_ H that belongs to z = %. Therefore, a ray end-equivalent with R~ is 
included in some Fj with j <n; hence, F contains two disjoint end-equivalent rays, 
contrary to the de-faithfulness of F. Consequently, H is an ~¢%faithful spanning 
forest of G. Note that a consequence of these facts is that, since any end in ~¢c has a 
representative in some Fn, it will have one in some Hn. Hence, by the construction of 
the Hn's, for every k <c~ there will be a non-negative integer n with k = in. 
(d) To complete the proof it remains to show that every end of G/H is domi- 
nated. First let V(G/H):= {Li:i El}, and for any edge {Li,Lj} of G/H fix an edge 
eij of G connecting Li to Lj in G. Now let/~ := (Lo,Ll . . . .  ) be a ray of G/H and let 
R := Un>~o(ej.j.+~)uPjo be a ray of G, where P/° is the unique path in Ljo connecting 
an endpoint of ej,_,j, to an endpoint of ej.jo+,. Notice that/~ =R/H, and also, as H is 
N%faithful with d C_ ~(G),  there exists a ray in H end-equivalent (in G) to R if R 
is not dominated. 
In this case, i.e., if R is not dominated, fix a ray R0 c H end-equivalent to R in G, 
put Lio := ~n(R0), and let (Qi)i>~o be a family of pairwise disjoint (V(R0), V(R))-paths. 
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In the case where R is dominated, fix an x0 E ~)-I([R]G), put Lio :=~H(X0), and let 
(Qi)i>~o be a family of (x0, V(R))-paths of G having pairwise only x0 in common. In 
either case, put Q := Ui>~0 Qi, 0 := Q/H and Qi :--Qi/H. First note that 0 contains 
the vertex Lio , that it is connected, and that it meets R infinitely often. Let us suppose 
that k is not dominated in G/H, and let us derive a contradiction. 
As Lio does not dominate k in G/H, there exists a finite subset Sio of V(G/H)-{Lio) 
separating Li0 from a tail of R. Hence, since Lio is contained in every Qi, there exists 
an element of S,- o (say Li, ) that meets infinitely many Qi's. Now, since Lil does not 
dominate/~ in G/H, there exists a finite subset Si~ of V(G/H) - {Lio,Lil } separating 
Lio and Lil from a tail of R. As Sio, the set S/, will have an element (say Li2) that 
meets infinitely many Qi's, etc. The repetition of this argument ad infinitum shows that 
the set {Lj: j EJ} of all vertices of G/H meeting infinitely many Qi's is infinite. For 
every j C J, Lj is a tree meeting infinitely many Qi's, and thus not separable from a 
tail of R by a finite set of vertices disjoint from Lj. Hence, by Lemma 3.3, Lj contains 
a ray end-equivalent to R in G, or a vertex dominating R in G. Therefore, since H 
is de-faithful, any Lj (j C J), except possibly one, contains a vertex dominating R, 
which implies that R is infinitely dominated. Hence R belongs to an end, say zip, in 
~(G) .  Thus, since by construction V(Tip)C_ V(Hp) and ~Hp C_~H, almost all Lj's 
are components of lip. Hence, all Lj will be components of Hn for some n/> p. 
Suppose that there is a finite subset S of V(Hn/H) that separates Hn/H from a tail 
of/~. Then S separates Lio C V(H~/H) from a tail of/~, and so there exists an element 
of S that meets infinitely many Qi's. This means that S contains at least one Lj, thus 
that S N V(H~/H) ~ O. Therefore, by Lemma 3.3, if we can show that Hn/H is included 
in a rayless tree of G/H, we would have proved that/~ is dominated and hence we 
will be done. 
Let us prove by induction that every Hrn/H can be covered by a rayless tree of G/H. 
This is clear for m = 0 since H0 = F0 is a vertex of G/H. Suppose that this holds for 
some m~>0, and let Um be a rayless tree of G/H containing V(H,n/H). We claim that 
one can extend Um to a rayless tree, say Vm+l, containing all the vertices of Mrn+l/H. 
Since 
Mm+l=HmU(Ti , ,+, -Hm) and V(Hm/H) C_V(Um) 
by the induction hypothesis, we only have to prove the claim when (Tim -Hrn)/H is 
infinite. In this case, every component of Tim - -  n m is adjacent o some component of 
Hm, hence any vertex of Mm+I/H that is not in Um is adjacent in G/H to some vertex 
of U m. For any Lk E V(Mm+I/H) - V(Urn) let Lik be a vertex of Um adjacent o Lk in 
G/H, and let 
Vm+l := Urn U ((Lik,Lk}: L k C V(mm+l/O) - -  V(Um)}. 
Then Vm+l is still a rayless tree with V(Mrn+l ) ~ V(Vm+! ). By the same argument, since 
Om+l :=Mm+l U (Fm+l - Mm+l ), 
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we can construct a rayless tree, say Um~l, containing Vm+l and all vertices of Hm+l/H. 
This completes the proof. [] 
3.7. Proof of Theorem 3.1. The implications ( i )~( i i )  and ( i i )~  (iii) are obvious, 
while Lemmas 3.6 and 3.5 give the implication ( i i )~  (i). 
(iii) ~ (ii): Let H be an de-faithful subgraph of G. W.l.o.g. we can suppose that 
H is spanning possibly with isolated vertices. For every component K of H, let T~ 
be an end-faithful spanning tree of K. Such a tree exists by Lemma 3.2(i), since K 
is countable. Therefore F := U{TK: K C EH} is clearly an .Me-faithful spanning forest 
of G. [] 
4. ~¢~-faithfulness and end-topology 
Siran [18, Corollary 14] proved that a countable connected graph G has an ~c_ 
faithful spanning tree if d c is countable, and recently Hahn and Siran [7, Theorem 2] 
proved the existence of such a tree if ~¢ is a discrete subspace of ~;(G). It is these 
two results that we will improve in this section (Theorem 4.4). 
4.1. We recall that, if X is a topological space, then a G6-set (resp. F~-set) of X is 
the intersection (resp. union) of a countable family of open (resp. closed) sets of X. 
Furthermore, the set of all G6-sets (resp. F~-sets) of X is closed under finite unions 
(resp. intersections) and countable intersections (resp. unions). 
4.2. Remark. Any closed (resp. open) set of the end-space of a countable graph is a 
G,~-set (resp. F~-set). 
This is obvious since, for any graph G, the family 
{S*(t): S* E [V(G)] <~'~ and t E X(G)} 
is a base of the end-topology, consisting of closed- and open-sets, and which is clearly 
countable for countable G. 
4.3. Lemma. Let G be a countable connected 9raph, and let d and M be two sets 
of dominated ends of  G with M Cd .  I f  G has a Me-faithful spanniny tree, and ([ 
~¢ - M is a G~-set, then G has an de-faithful spannin9 tree. 
Proof. By Theorem 3.1 it will be sufficient o construct an ~dC-faithful spanning forest. 
Let (~ ' -M)  c = Ui>~0 ~/with all ~/closed in ~;(G), and let T be a Me-faithful spanning 
tree of G. Fix xo C V(G), and for every z in M c denote by Re the unique ray in z 
originating at x0 and included in T. For every non-negative integer n let T,, be the 
subtree of T defined as 
T,, := U Re, 
t E ,~-o  U .  • • U -~, ,  
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and finally, define 
F :=U (~ - r,_l), 
i~>0 
with T- l  :=0.  Note that F is a disjoint union since (Tn)n~>0 is a nested sequence. We 
claim that F is ~¢C-faithful. 
First observe that, since T is ~C-faithful and F c_ T, F must be end-respecting. 
Second, since ~-o U .. .  U ~n is closed in X(G), we have that for any ray R which 
does not belong to an end in ~0 U. • • U ~n, there exists a finite set S of  vertices that 
separates a tail of  R from a tail of  any ray belonging to an end in ~0 U . . .  U ~, ,  
in particular, from a tail of  any Re, • E ~0 U - • • U ~.  Hence, the intersection of  T~ 
and the connected component H of G - S which contains a tail of  R is finite (in fact, 
T~ NH C Uxcs Wx where Wx is the unique x0x-path of  T). Thus R n T~ is finite for any 
ray R of G which belongs to no end in ~0 U . . .  U ~, .  This fact implies that any 
ray of  G included in T~ must belong to an end in 3~-0 U • • • U ~.~, and moreover, since 
every component of  F is included in some Ti, every ray of  F must belong to an end 
in Ui>~0 ~/= (g2~ - ~)c.  Hence, since F C T and T is ~C-faithful, any ray of  F must 
belong to an end in 
,_~c n (g:g' -- ._~)c =..~c n (,..dc u ,~)  = ( .~  n,.qic) U (,~c n.~') = ,.d c, 
since ~ C_ ~.  Therefore, if we can show that every end in ~¢c has a representative in 
F,  are done. 
Let z be an end in ~¢c and let no be the smallest integer such that R~ C_ T~o; such an no 
exists since ~1~ c (~¢_~)c  = Ui~>o ~ and thus z E ~/ fo r  some i. I f  no = 0, then R~ C_F 
since To _C F. I f  no > 0, then ~ ~ ~-o U .. .  U ~o_  1 and hence Re n T~ o_ 1 is finite. This 
implies, since Tno- ~ C Tno, that a tail of  R is included in some component of  T, o - T~ o_ 1 
which is contained in F. Consequently, the set of  ends having a representative in
F is equal to ~¢~, which means that F is ~¢~-complete, thus ~¢%faithful by what 
precedes. [] 
4.4. Theorem. Let G be a countable connected 9raph, and ~1 a G6-set of dominated 
ends of G. Then G has an ~¢4C-faithful spanning tree. 
Proof. By 3.2(i) G has an end-faithful spanning tree, i.e., a 0C-faithful spanning tree, 
hence, by Lemma 4.3 with ~ = 0, it has an ~¢C-faithful spanning tree. [] 
4.5 Observe that Theorem 1 [5] and Theorem 2 [13,18] of  the introduction are imme- 
diate consequences of  Theorem 4.4, by taking, respectively, ~¢ = 0 and ~¢ = 33(G)= 
X(G). Moreover, Theorem 4.4 gives Siran's result in the case where d is countable 
[18, Corollary 14] since X(G) is Hausdorff, and hence its countable subsets are F~, 
which implies that any set d c whose complement a is countable is a G6-set. 
4.6. Corollary Let G be a countable connected graph, x a vertex of G, and ~(x) the 
set of all ends dominated by x. Then G has an 3)(x)C-faithful spanning tree. 
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Proof. By Remark 4.2 and Theorem 4.4 it will be sufficient o show that ~3(x) is a 
closed set. Let r E ~(x). Then, for any finite F C V(G-  x), ~a-F( r )= ~O-F(r') for 
some ~ E ~(x), hence x E V(EO-F(r)) since r ~ is dominated by x. Therefore, r is also 
dominated by x. [] 
We remark that this last result will also be true for any intersection of finite unions 
of sets of this form, since the intersection of finite union of closed sets is a closed set. 
4.7. To obtain further applications of Theorem 4.4 we need to recall the concept of 
Cantor-Bendixson derivative. 
Let ~¢ be a topological space. We denote by ~1' the derivative of ~', i.e., the set 
of cluster points of ~1. The Cantor-Bendixson derivative of order c~ of ~¢, J(~), is 
defined by induction as follows: 
• ~¢(0)  := ~,. 
• j(:,+l):= (.~¢(:,)),. 
• ~¢(~):= N/~<~ d(~) if a is a limit ordinal. 
Given the cardinality of ~¢, there is an ordinal :( such that ~,(~)=~¢(~+1). The 
smallest of these ordinals, denoted by r(~/), is the Cantor-Bendixson rank of ~', and 
the set ~¢(~(~v)) is the perfect kernel of ~/. 
From now on, all sets of ends of a graph G will be considered as subspaces of the 
topological space ~(G). 
4.8. Lemma. Let ~¢ be a subset of the end-space of a countable connected graph G. 
Then r( ~¢) is countable. 
Proof. Let T be an end-faithful spanning tree of G. Fix x0 E V(G), and for every 
z E ~(G) denote by R~ the unique ray in r originating at xo and included in T. For 
every ordinal :( < r (d )  let 
~:= U R~. 
Since d (~) D d (~+l) and since v E J (~) -  d (~+1) implies that v~d(~),  we have, for 
any rE ~¢(~) - ~¢(~+1), that R~ is included in T~ but not in T~+l. Hence the edge-set 
E(T~)-  E(T~+I) is non-empty. Further, 
E(T) D U (E(T~)- E(T~+I)), 
~<r(.~) 
since T~ _D Tt~ for all ~<fl. Therefore r(~')  must be countable since E(T) is. [] 
4.9. Lemma. Let d be a subset of the end-space of a countable connected graph G, 
and ~ an ordinal. Then d (~) tAd is a G~-set. 
m m 
Proof. By induction on a. This is clear if a = 0 since d(°) U ~ = d LA ~¢ = d .  Let 
a>0.  Suppose that this holds for every fl<~. We can assume :(~<r(~), thus a is 
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countable by the preceding lemma. Consider 
We claim that S=S-  d (~). Since SAd(  ~)=~ we only have to show that 
S _D S - d(~). Obviously S c_ n~<~ d(~). Further, S n d C_ ~ - S since S O d = ~. Then 
any ~ESNd is a cluster point of S, hence of N~<~d (~). Thus, for every ~<~,  
~ is a cluster point of ~(~) belonging to d ,  hence ~ c d (~+1~. Consequently, r E n~<~ 
d (~+~) = d (~). Therefore, 
which proves the claim. 
Now, we have 
AS c 
: 
= d (cO U , r t  
N d~ n d u n N d~;  u d 
~<~ \~<~ }} 
and therefore 
which, together with Remark 4.2 and the fact that e is countable, proves that d (~) U d 
is a G~-set. [] 
4.10. Proposition. Any scattered subset of the end-space of a countable connected 
graph G is a G~-set. 
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This is an immediate consequence of Lemma 4.9 since ~¢~('~)U ~¢ = ~¢ if ~¢ is 
scattered. 
4.11. Recall that a set ~ '  is scattered if it contains no non-empty subset which is dense 
in itself, i.e., if every subset ~ of ~¢ contains at least an element which is free with 
respect o ~.  In particular, any discrete subspace ~¢ of Z(G) (i.e., if every end in mJ 
can be separated from the set of all order elements of ~ ' )  is scattered. Hence, in this 
case, Theorem 4.4 gives Hahn and Siran's solution: G has a ~(G)C-faithful spanning 
tree if  ~)(G) is a discrete subspace of 7£(G). 
4.12. Corollary. Let d be a subset of the end-space of a countable connected graph 
G, and o~ an ordinal. Then d - ~¢(~) is a Ga-set. 
This is trivial since ~¢-  ~ '~)  is scattered. The following result is a characterization 
of G,5-sets. 
4.13. Proposition. Let d be a subset of  the end-space of a countable connected 
graph G. Then d is Ga-set if  and only if  <~¢~(,~s) _ ~¢ is an F~-set. 
Proof. I f  d is Ga-set, then d ~ is a F~-set, hence so is ~t~ tr(<&) (-] ~c  = ~r( .~ j )  __ ~.  
Conversely, suppose that d r(x) - d is an Fo-set. Then (d  "(,~¢/- d )  ~ is a G,~-set. 
Hence, by Lemma 4.9, the set ~ '  = (d  rl,~) - ~¢)~ N (.~¢r(~/) t3 ~ ' )  is the union of two 
G,~-sets, thus is a Ga-set as well. [] 
4.14. Remarks. We will show that the hypothesis of  Theorem 4.4, which is sufficient, 
is not necessary, and that in fact a possible characterization of  sets ~ '  of  ends for 
which an tiC-faithful spanning tree exists, cannot be of topological character only 
(4.14.3), though it must take account of the end-topology (4.14.5). 
4.14.1. First consider the graph G defined in 2.1. Its set ~)(G) of  dominated ends is 
not a G~-set since G has no ~(G)C-faithful spanning tree, but it is countable, and so 
is an F,-set since the topological space Z(G) is Hausdorff (this property holds for any 
countable graph G). Thus, the fact of being an F~-set for a set ~¢ of dominated ends 
does not guarantee the existence of an sCC-faithful spanning tree. Now consider the 
following result: 
4.14.2. Proposition Let d be an F,-set of dominated ends of a countable connected 
graph G. Then there exists an extension H of G which contains an (eCH( Sff) )C-faithful 
spanning tree, and is such that the map eGH (see 1.2) is a homeomorphism .from the 
space 7£(G) onto the space Z(H)  so that 
I'~-I(eGH(Z)) -- ~- i (z ' ) l  = 1 or O, 
accordingly as z is or not an element of  ,&. 
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Proof. Let T be an end-faithful spanning tree of G, and let ~¢¢= U,,<~, ~"n with ~<~o 
and where all ~n are closed in Z(G), Define, as in the proof of Lemma 4.3, a nested 
sequence (T,),<~ of subtrees of T such that, for every n<~, 
and 
• r.(G)= U ~-n 
~r. - ro -m(G)=~.  - U ~/ (with T_ 1 :=0). 
i<~n--1 
Let (d~),<~ be a family of distinct vertices not in V(G). Denote by H (resp. Tn) 
the graph obtained from G (resp. T) by adding de and joining it to all vertices of 
Tn - T~_ l (resp. and by removing all edges of T, - T~_ 1), for all n < ~t. The graph H 
has obviously the required properties, in particular, with Tn as an (ean(~c))%faithful 
spanning tree. [] 
4.14.3. Application of this result to the graph G introduced in Section 2.1 gives 
a new graph H which has exactly the same properties as G with respect to 
the end-uniformity, and moreover which has a ~(H)C-faithful spanning tree even 
if ~(H)  is not a G~-set. It would be incorrect to think that the statement of 
Proposition 4.14.2 would hold if ~¢ was not an F:set.  Indeed, let us recall the 
following result of Polat. 
4.14.4. (Polat [16, Proposition 4.2]). Let G be a connected countable graph having 
an ~¢%faithful spanning tree for some set d of  dominated ends of  G, and let cg be 
a closed set of  Z(G). Then: 
(i) d~n cg is countable or of cardinality 2<°; 
(ii) /f 1~¢ cn ~l = 2~ then d c n ~ contains a non-empty perfect set. 
We reproduce the proof since it is very short. 
Proof. Let T be an ~¢C-faithful spanning tree of G. Since cg is closed, T contains a 
subtree T ~ such that Zr , (G) = d c n cg. 
(i) T' is countable, hence I~ 1c ncgl = I~(T')I is countable or equal to 2°L 
(ii) I f  Id~n~el =2% then T ~ contains a subdivision of the dyadic tree, and this 
implies that ~¢cn cg = Zr,(G) contains a non-empty perfect set. [] 
4.14.5. Now consider any connected countable graph G with ~(G)= Z(G) and whose 
end-space is homeomorphic with the Cantor space. For example, take the complete 
binary tree T with a new vertex joined to all vertices of T. Then we know (see 
[1, Ch. 9, Section 5, exercise 18d)]) that there is a subset ~¢ of Z(G) such that 
I~¢1--I~¢Cl--2% and such that ~¢ and z¢ c contain no non-empty perfect set. Let H 
be any countable xtension of G such that eGl4 is a homeomorphism from the end-space 
of G to that of H. Then e6H(~¢) has the same properties with the respect o Z(H),  
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as d with respect o X(G). Therefore, by 4.14.4(ii), H has no (e, cH(s~'))C-faithful 
spanning tree. 
5. Ends with infinitely many dominating vertices 
In this section we will establish results concerning surroundable sets of ends, which 
are roughly speaking sets that can be separated from their complement. 
5.1. Definition. Let G be a graph. We say that a set ~¢ of ends is surrounded by 
a spanning forest F of G if for any ray R in G, R belongs to an end in ~¢ if and 
only if R meets some component of F infinitely often. If such a forest F exists, ~t is 
surroundable. In case F is rayless, we say that ~¢ is raylessly surroundable. 
5.2. Remark. If G is countable, then any closed subset of ~(G) is surroundable, and 
any closed subset of ~(G) containing dominated ends only is raylessly surroundable. 
The proof is straightforward, by Theorem 3.2 and the existence of a multi-ending over 
any closed set (see [11, 2.8] and [13, 8.3]). 
5.3. Lemma. Let G be a countable 9raph and d c_ ~(G). I f  each end of ~¢ has 
infinitely many dominatin9 vertices, then ,~¢ is raylessly surroundable. 
Proof. Since V(G) is countable and since the set of vertices which simultaneously 
dominate two distinct ends is necessarily finite, d must be at most countable. We shall 
consider only the case where d is infinite, leaving the (straightforward) modifications 
in the finite case to the reader. Let (rg)i~ be an enumeration of ~ .  Let (Rg)~ be 
a family of rays such that Ri E z~ for every i, and any R E zi meets Rg infinitely often. 
By Diestel's strong faithfulness theorem [2, Theorem 2], such a family exists. For 
each i E N we will construct a rayless tree as the union of an infinite family of paths 
(P/)/>~o defined inductively as follows. 
(1) Take So :=Ro, let x0 be any dominating vertex of Ro and pO any (x0, V(So))-path. 
(2) Let p1 be any (x0, V(So))-path intersecting pO in xo only. Such a p1 exists since 
x0 domains R0. 
(3) Let S1 be a tail of Rl disjoint from R0 and pO, xl a dominating vertex of RI, 
and pO an (xI,V(Sl))-path disjoint from So, P ° and Po I. Such Sl,xl and P(I exist 
because So is not end-equivalent to Rl in G, R1 has infinitely many dominating 
vertices, and pO and P01 are finite. 
(4) Let P0 2 be any (x0, V(S0))-path disjoint from pO and $1, and intersecting p O and 
P0 ~ in xo only. Such a path exists since x0 does not belong to pO, dominates Ro, 
and Ro is not end-equivalent to S~. 
(5) Let PI 1 be an (xl, V(S1 ))-path disjoint from pO, po ~, po 2 and So and intersecting Pl° 
in xl only. For reasons imilar to those stated in (4), such a P~a exists. 
(6) Consider R2. Since R2 is not end-equivalent to either Ro or R1, there is a tail $2 
of R2 which is disjoint from pO, po 1, po 2, pO, PL', So and S~ ; and since R2 has 
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infinitely many dominating vertices there is a dominating vertex X2 of R2 which 
does not belong to any pO, p0 l, p2, pO, pl 1, So and SI. 
Continuing this construction ad infinitum we obtain a sequence of paths P/,  i E ~, 
j~>0, and tails Si of Ri, i E ~, together with dominating vertices xi such that: 
• any two paths P/J and P] with i # k and j ¢ l are disjoint; 
• any two paths P/  and Pit intersect in xi only; 
• any ray Si is disjoint from any path P~ if i ¢ k. 
Now put Hi := Uj>~oPi j (iE ~). Note that (Hi)iE~ is a family of pairwise disjoint 
rayless trees. Moreover, since Si is disjoint from Hk for any i ¢ k and since S,. intersects 
Hi infinitely often, we can extend each Hi to a rayless tree F/ containing V(Si) such 
that the Fi's are still pairwise disjoint. 
Let F be the rayless panning forest of G whose components are the Fi's and isolated 
vertices. We claim that F surrounds ~¢ in G. Let R be any ray of G. It is easy to see 
that if R E zi for some i E ~, then R meets Fi infinitely often since it must meet Rg 
infinitely often and since Si is a tail of Ri all of whose vertices are in V(F/). On the 
other hand, if R meets Ft infinitely often, then, by the construction of Hi, any vertex 
of R not in V(S~) must belong to a finite (xi, V(S,))-path. Hence a tail of R would not 
be separable from a tail of Si in Fi U Si by the removal of finitely many vertices. Since 
Fi U S~ C_ G, this implies that R is end-equivalent to Si in G, and we are done since 
SiEri. [] 
5.4. Theorem. Let G be a countable connected 9raph, and d a raylessly surroundable 
set of ends of G. Then G has an de-faithful spanning tree. 
The proof of this theorem is based on the following lemma. 
5.5. Lemma. Let G be a countable connected 9raph, and d a set of ends of G which 
N 
is surrounded by a rayless spannin9 forest F. I f  T is any end-preservin9 tree of G/F, 
then there exists an end-preservin9 spannin9 tree T of G such that: 
(i) T/F = T; 
(ii) T contains F; 
(iii) any non-dominated end of G has a ray in T; 
(iv) no ray in T belongs to an end of d .  
Proof. Let (Fi)i~i be the family of all connected components of F. For any edge 
{F/,Fk} of G/F, fix an edge ejk of G connecting Fj to Fk. Let T be the subgraph 
of G obtained by adding to F the edges ejk, {Fj,Fk} EE(T)  (a similar construction 
is used in the proof of Lemma 3.6). Note that by construction, condition (i) and (ii) 
are clearly satisfied. Moreover, T must be a spanning tree of G since F is acyclic 
and T is a spanning tree of G/F. Hence, by Proposition 1.9, condition (iii) is trivially 
satisfied. Moreover, no ray of T belongs to an end in d since otherwise there exists 
an i E I such that R meets F,- infinitely often. Since T is a tree containing both Fi 
and R and since Fi is connected, the preceding argument implies that R C_ Fi. This, 
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however, contradicts the raylessness of F. This proves condition (iv). Finally, let us 
show that T is end-preserving in G. As T is a tree, this is equivalent to showing that 
any two disjoint rays of T are end-inequivalent in G. Thus, let R, S be two disjoint 
rays and suppose by way of contradiction that they are end-equivalent in G. Note that 
by the construction of T, in addition to the raylessness of F, R/F and S/F are rays 
of T. Moreover, R/F and S/F can meet in at most one vertex of G/F, because R and S 
are disjoint in T. Hence, since T is end-preserving, R/F and S/F are end-inequivalent 
in G/F. Let {~l,Fi2 . . . . .  Fin} be a finite set of vertices of G/F separating a tail of 
R/F from a tail of S/F. Since R and S are assumed to be end-equivalent in G, there 
exists a third ray Q intersecting both R and S infinitely often. This implies that Q must 
intersect some Fij infinitely often. Hence Q must belong to an end in ~ and so do R 
and S, since they are end-equivalent to Q. This contradicts condition (iv) which has 
already been proved. The tree T is therefore nd-preserving in G. [] 
5.6. Proof of Theorem 5.4. By the hypothesis, G has a rayless spanning forest F 
surrounding ~¢; let (~)icl be the family of all connected components of F. Take a 
strong faithful spanning tree T of G/F, i.e., a faithful spanning tree of G/F such that 
any ray in G/F meets some ray in T infinitely often (see [2, Theorem 2]). By Lemma 
5.5, T gives rise to an end-preserving spanning tree T of G with properties (i)-( iv). 
Note that, by condition (iv), no ray in T will belong to an end in d .  Hence T will be 
an ~¢C-faithful spanning tree of G if we can show that any end z ~ d contains a ray 
included in T. Let R be any ray in z. Since F surrounds d ,  R meets each Fi at most 
finitely many times. This implies that R/F is an infinite, connected, locally finite graph, 
and hence contains a ray. As T is strongly faithful in G/F, we may choose a ray ~) 
in "F that meets some ray of G/F infinitely often. Lift ~) to a ray Q of T such that 
Q/F:Q_ and contains all the edges ejk EE(T) for which {~-,Fk} CE(Q) (see Proof 
of Lemma 5.5). The ray Q is unique to within initial segments. 
Now note that since there are infinitely many Fi's meeting both R and Q (namely, 
the common vertices of R/F and Q/F), and since the ~ 's  are connected and pairwise 
disjoint, R and Q must be end-equivalent in G, an RQ-path being constructible in any 
Fi intersected by both R and Q. Hence T is an tiC-faithful spanning tree of G. k~ 
5.7 Theorem. Let G be a countable connected graph, and ~4 any set of ends o.1 G, 
each havin 9 infinitely many dominatin 9 vertices. Then G has an •C-faithful spanning 
tree. 
This an immediate consequence of Lemma 5.3 and Theorem 5.4. 
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